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Biographical Note: Frank B. Queen was born in St. John, Washington on August 28, 1904. He obtained his B.S. degree from Washington State College in 1925, and his M.D. degree from Washington University School of Medicine in 1929. We then worked as an intern at Geisinger Memorial Hospital in Pennsylvania and completed graduate work at the University of Rochester, the University of Pennsylvania, and the University of Colorado. He held posts in the Pathology Department of the University of Colorado Medical School from 1935 to 1938. From Denver the Queens moved to Chicago, where Frank became Assistant Pathologist and the Associate Professor of Pathology at Northwestern University School of Medicine and Director of the pathology laboratories in Passavant Memorial Hospital. He also held an appointment as Director of the Patterson Foundation for Cancer Research and Assistant Director of the Patterson Tumor Clinic at Northwestern. He served on active military service from 1941 to 1946, first as a major and then colonel in the Medical Corps of the Army. During most of his service he was Chief of the Laboratory Service of the Bushnell General Hospital in Brigham City, Utah. He also served as Chief of the Histopathologic Consultation Center, and as Bacteriological Warfare Officer of the 9th Service Army Command and Western Service Command. After he was discharged he continued in the active reserves. In 1953, he was appointed a Mobilization Designee in Pathology and Laboratory Medicine, a post he held until his death. After the war, he became Professor of Pathology at the University of Oregon Medical School and Director of the Tumor Clinic. This marked the beginning of the most active and productive periods of Queen’s life as teacher, pathologist, active citizen, and national figure in cancer pathology. During this period he was at times resident consultant in the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology and a member of the Advisory Committee of the Cancer Control Branch of the National Institutes of Health. In 1959, he became Director of Laboratories at the Aultman Hospital in Canton, OH. In this period, Queen was also a Special Consultant to the Division of Hospitals and Medical Facilities at the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. He died on April 11, 1964 of an acute myocardial infarction, and was survived by his wife Norma, his parents, two sisters, and a brother.
Series/Scope and Content Note: The collection includes the papers of Queen, covering primarily his work with penicillin research at Bushnell Hospital during World War II and cancer research and public education after the war. Materials include correspondence, manuscripts, texts from dozens of public talks, an AFIP bound volume of reprints, news clippings, research materials, teaching materials, and photographs. Also includes a caricature of Queen and various portraits.

SERIES 001: BIOGRAPHICAL DATA, PROFESSIONAL MATERIAL, AND PUBLICATIONS

This series includes biographical sketches, obituaries, clippings, CVs, collected reprints of Queen’s work, and a list of future investigations.

SERIES 002: SPEECHES AND PUBLIC PRESENTATIONS

This series includes a list of all of the speeches and public presentations Queen delivered from 1945 to 1960, with printed text for most and drafts with notes for many.

SERIES 003: PENICILLIN AND OTHER RESEARCH MATERIAL

Includes monthly reports, case records, historical narrative of work, reports, reprints, pamphlets, and illustrations related to Queen’s work on penicillin.

SERIES 004: CIBA SYMPOSIA AND MEDICAL MAPS

Includes copies of *Ciba Symposia* from Vol. 1, No. 3-Vol. 2, No. 11 and Vol. 8, No. 1-Vol. 11, No. 7 (with a few missing volumes); medical maps of ten regions of the US with major sites of innovation and historical importance.

SERIES 005: PHOTOGRAPHS AND BUSHNELL SLIDES

Includes photographs of people and places throughout Queen’s career along with slides conducted at Bushnell.

SERIES 006: AWARDS, CERTIFICATES, AND OVERSIZED PHOTOGRAPHS

Includes medals, photographs of people and places throughout Queen’s career, awards and certificates from professional activities.
BOX AND CONTENT LIST

SERIES 001: BIOGRAPHICAL DATA, PROFESSIONAL MATERIAL, AND PUBLICATIONS

Box 001:

00001: Biographical Sketches
00002: Case Notes From Geisinger Memorial Hospital
00003: Obituaries and Samples of Hundreds of Letter Received After Dr. Queen’s Death
00004: Clippings
00005: CV and Bibliography
00006: Collected Reprints
00007: “Opportunities for the Medical Student at the Mayo Clinic” (1929)
00008: “Some Originals in Medicine” (1930)
00009: “The Function of the Hospital Pathologist” (1939)
00010: “A Case of Allergic Dermatitis Following Exposure to Tear Gas” (1941)
00011: “A Review of One Thousand Consecutive Appendectomies” (1941)
00012: “Laughlin Test”—Microfilm, 1942
00013: “Cytologic Diagnosis of Cancer and Other Diseases of the Stomach” (1949)
00014: Excerpts from “Let’s Teach the Facts About Cancer” (n.d.)
00015: “Military Medicine in Alaska” (ca. 1951)
00016: “Problems Presented By Cancer” (1954)
00017: “Pathologic Considerations of Common Superficial Cancers” (1954)
00018: “Community Action Against Cancer” (1954)
00019: Report on Fluoridation of the Public Water Supply (1955)
00020: “The Epidemic of 1830-33 in California and Oregon” (1955)
00021: “The Cancer Problem” (1956)
00022: “Pathology of Breast Cancer” (1956)
00023: Report on Ragweed Control in Portland (1956)
00024: Normal Abundance of Radium in Cadavers From the Pacific Northwest (1958)
00025: Mañana File: To Write Later, Notes
SERIES 002: SPEECHES AND PUBLIC PRESENTATIONS

Box 002:

00001: Titles of Talks

00002: List of Cancer Talks

00003: Talk: Appendicial Disease (n.d.)

00004: Talk: A Classification of Lesions of the Appendix (1945)

00005: Talk: What are some of the things you should know about cancer? (n.d.)

00006: Talk: Problems and Progress in Cancer Control (n.d.)

00007: Talk: Advances of Decade in Treatment of Cancer (1947)

00008: Talk: The New (Reorganized) American Cancer Society (1947)

00009: Talk: Women’s Auxiliary (1947)

00010: Talk: Cancer Research at the Lankenau Hospital Research Institute and the Institute for Cancer Research, Philadelphia, PA (1947)

00011: Talk: The Cancer Problem Today, & What the Pharmacist Can Do About It (1947)

00012: Talk: The Cancer Problem Today and What We Can Do About It (1947)

00013: Talk: Cancer Control Program, Oregon (1947)

00014: Talk: Oregon Alumni Meeting (1947)

00015: Talk: What the County Public Health Nurse Can Do” (1947)

00016: Radio: What You Can Do About Cancer (1947)

00017: Talk: The Cost of Terminal Cancer Care (1947)

00018: Talk: Facts About Cancer Everyone Should Know (1947)

00019: Talk: The Cancer Problem and Some Steps in Meeting It (1947)

00020: Talk: Neoplasms—Newest Major Problem in Medicine (1947)

00021: Talk: Health Education Teaching Workshop (1947)

00022: Talk: History of Cancer (1947)
00023: Talk: The Curability of Cancer (1947)
00025: Talk: Fourth International Cancer Research Congress (1947)
00026: Talk: Symposium on “The Use of Isotopes in Biology and Medicine” (1947)
00027: Talk: Dallas, TX (1947)
00028: Talk: College of American Pathologists Inducts Two Portland Doctors (1947)
00029: Talk: Pathologists Cooperate With Cancer Control Programs
00030: Talk: Central Oregon Medical Society Holds First Cancer and Tumor Clinic (1947)
00031: Talk: Cancer Control in Oregon (1947)
00032: Talk: Progress in Atomic Energy Research and Personnel Training (1948)
00033: Talk: Cancer in Children (1948)
00034: Talk: The Cancer Problem Today in Oregon (1948)
00035: Talk: Cancer Control and Public Health Nurses (1948)
00036: The Cancer Problem Today in Medicine (1948)
00037: The National Cancer Control Program With State Intervention (1948)
00038: The Cancer Problem—What Are We Doing to Meet It? (1948)
00039: Progress in Cancer (1948)
00040: Talk: Lay Education (1948)
00041: Talk: Pathology of Cancer (1948)
00042: Talk: Round Table, Nursing Conference on Cancer (1948)
00043: Talk: What are Some of the Things We Should Know About Cancer? (1948)
00044: Talk: What is the Cancer Problem? (1948)
00045: Talk: Rotary Club (1948)
00046: Talk Notes: Advances (1948)
00047: Talk: Facts About Cancer and Cancer Control (1949)
00048: Talk: The Problem of Cancer and What We’re Doing About It (n.d.)
00049: Talk: Our Cancer Problem and What We Can Do About It (1949)
00050: Talk: Changing Concepts in Cancer Control and Management (1949)
00051: Talk: What the Pathologist Rightly Expects of the Clinician (1949)
00052: Talk: Present Health Problems in Cancer (1949)
00053: Talk: What is Cancer? (1950)
00054: Talk: County Commissioner’s Luncheon (1950)
00055: Talk: What We Should Know About Cancer (1950)
00056: Talk: Men’s Group (1950)
00057: Talk: Clark County Nurses (1950)
00058: Talk: The Cancer Problem and Some of the Things We Can Do About It (1950)
00059: Talk: Manual of Tumor Nomenclature and Coding (1951)
00060: Talk: Some Aspects of the Cancer Problem (1952)
00061: The Pharmacist and Cancer (n.d.)
00062: Outline for Public Address on Cancer (n.d.)
00063: CA Talk Outline (n.d.)
00064: Talk: Present Health Problems in Cancer (n.d.)
00065: Talk: Pathology of Breast Cancer (1955)
00066: Talk: Today’s Cancer Problem (1955)
00067: Talk: Cancer (1955)
00068: Talk: Information of General Interest About Cancer (1955-56)
00069: Talk: Soft Tissue Tumors (1956)
00070: Talk: Hyaline Membrane Disease (1956)
00071: Talk: Cancer Problems (1956)
00072: Talk: Community Action Against Cancer (1956)
00073: Notes for Cancer Lectures, Albany, 1957-58

00074: Some Considerations on Chemistry of Carcinogenesis by Hydrocarbons (1958)

00075: Advance in Cancer (1959)

00076: A Pathologist's Day (1960)

00077: Viewpoint of Pathologist (n.d.)

**SERIES 003: PENICILLIN AND OTHER RESEARCH MATERIAL**

**Box 003:**

00001: Penicillin Monthly Reports, 1943

00002: Penicillin Monthly Reports, 1944

00003: AAF Station Hospital and Bushnell General Hospital, Case Records [1 of 3]

00004: AAF Station Hospital and Bushnell General Hospital, Case Records [2 of 3]

00005: AAF Station Hospital and Bushnell General Hospital, Case Records [3 of 3]

00006: The Laboratory Section of a Hospital Regulation (1943)

00007: History of Penicillin at Bushnell Hospital (1944)

00008: Laboratory Indications For the Use of Penicillin (1944)

00009: Absence of Toxic Effects and Reasons for Failure With Penicillin Therapy (1944)

00010: Clinical Indications For Use of Penicillin (1944)

00011: Cases of Success and Failure, By Condition (1944)

00012: Clinical Uses of Penicillin and Reasons for Therapeutic Failure (1944)

00013: The Present Status of Penicillin Therapy (1944)

00014: Recent Advances in Laboratory Medicine and Surgery (1944)

00015: Follicular Lymphoma Unsuccessfully Treated With Penicillin (1944)

00016: Pasteurellosis in Wild Ducks (1945)

00017: Infectious Hepatitis (1945)
Series 004: Ciba Symposia and Medical Maps

Box 004:

00001: Ciba Symposia, Vol. 1, No. 1: Medicine Among the Indians
00002: Ciba Symposia, Vol. 1, No. 2: The Physician in Ancient Rome
00003: Ciba Symposia, Vol. 1, No. 3: The Circulation of the Blood
00004: Ciba Symposia, Vol. 1, No. 4: Saints in Medicine
00005: Ciba Symposia, Vol. 1, No. 5: On Bathing
00006: Ciba Symposia, Vol. 1, No. 6: Trepanation
00007: Ciba Symposia, Vol. 1, No. 7: Medieval Hygiene
00008: Ciba Symposia, Vol. 1, No. 8: The Development of Genetics
00009: Ciba Symposia, Vol. 1, No. 9: The Doctor’s Office
00035: Ciba Symposia, Vol. 9, No. 7: Medicine in Ethiopia
00036: Ciba Symposia, Vol. 9, No. 8: The Prescription
00037: Ciba Symposia, Vol. 9, No. 9: American Medical Societies
00038: Ciba Symposia, Vol. 9, No. 10: Medical Coins and Medals
00039: Ciba Symposia, Vol. 9, No. 11: Mesmerism
00040: Ciba Symposia, Vol. 10, No.1: The Eskimo
00041: Ciba Symposia, Vol. 10, No. 2: The Dream
00042: Ciba Symposia, Vol. 10, No. 3: Medical School of Padua
00043: Ciba Symposia, Vol. 10, No. 4: Early History of Embryology
00044: Ciba Symposia, Vol. 10, No. 5: Gymnastics From the Middle Ages to the 18th C.
00045: Ciba Symposia, Vol. 10, No. 6: Medical Illustration
00046: Ciba Symposia, Vol. 11, No. 1: Botanical Gardens
00047: Ciba Symposia, Vol. 11, No. 2: Origins of Medical Specialization
00048: Ciba Symposia, Vol. 11, No. 3: Primitive Obstetrics
00049: Ciba Symposia, Vol. 11, No. 4: Medicine in Japan
00050: Ciba Symposia, Vol. 11, No. 5: French Psychiatry
00051: Ciba Symposia, Vol. 11, No. 6: The White Potato
00052: Ciba Symposia, Vol. 11, No. 7: Early History of Legal Medicine
00053: “Medical America” Map: Delaware—Maryland—Virginia—West Virginia
00054: “Medical America” Map: Iowa—Kansas—Missouri—Nebraska
00055: “Medical America” Map: Oklahoma and Texas
00057: “Medical America” Map: Minnesota—Wisconsin—Illinois—Michigan
00058: “Medical America” Map: New York State
00059: “Medical America” Map: Pennsylvania and New Jersey
SERIES 005: PHOTOGRAPHS AND BUSHNELL SLIDES

Box 005:

00001: Photographs: Washington University School of Medicine
00002: Photographs: Colorado and Illinois National Guard (1936-41)
00003: Photographs: Peerskill
00004: Photographs: Passavant Anatomical Hospital Laboratory
00005: Photographs: Bushnell
00006: Photographs: MASH Unit From Portland, OR
00007: Photographs: Yokosuna, Japan Trip
00008: Photographs: The University of Oregon Medical School
00009: Photographs: International Meeting of Pathologists (1954)
00010: Bushnell Slides: Alexander—Allaniz
00011: Bushnell Slides: Almeda—Atkinson
00012: Bushnell Slides: Booth—Burnett
00013: Bushnell Slides: Burnett—Drew
00014: Bushnell Slides: Col. Draper
00015: Bushnell Slides: Evanson—Gilliland
00016: Bushnell Slides: Gilliland—Hesson
00017: Bushnell Slides: Kariger
00018: Bushnell Slides: Kearney—Locke
00019: Bushnell Slides: LeDuc
Series 006: Awards, Certificates, and Oversized Photographs

Box 006: Items include:

1. Lewis and Clark Peace Medal, Replica (1955)
2. Photo: Pathology Dept, University of Rochester Medical School
3. Photo: Bushnell General Hospital, Brigham City, UT, WWII
4. Maryland and New York Medical License (1931)
5. Reserve Commissioned Officer Certificate for Colonel (1952)
6. Major, Medical Corps, National Guard, Certificate (1938)
7. Second Lieutenant, National Guard, Certificate (1933)
8. American Society of Clinical Pathologists, President, Life Membership Cert.
9. Industrial College of Armed Forces Certificate (1956)
10. Colorado State Board of Medical Examiners License (1946)
11. Society of The Sigma Xi Certificate (1936)
13. Ohio State Medical Board Certificate (1959)
15. Chicago Medical Society Certificate (1946)
16. Colorado State Board of Medical Examiners Registration (1946)
17. State of Illinois License (1938)
18. College of American Pathologists member Certificate (1950)
20. North Pacific Society of Neurology and Psychiatry Fellow (1947)
21. American College of Physicians Fellow (1941)
22. Armed Forces Institute of Pathology Consultant (1949)
23. 12th Annual Convention, Alaska Medical Association Certificate (1957)
24. College of American Pathologists Governor (1960)
25. American Board of Pathology Certificate (1938)
26. College of Pathologists Fellow (1947)
27. Photo: National Cancer Institute Advisory Committee (1946)
28. Photo: Phi Rho Sigma (1931)
29. Kyushu Medical and Dental Society Certificate (n.d.)
30. Photos (3): Field Hospital (n.d.)
31. Photo: Queen with Group at NIH (n.d)
32. Portrait: Queen (n.d.)
33. Portland Academy of Medicine Fellow (1947)
34. Missouri State Board of Health License (1929)
35. George F. Geisinger Memorial Hospital Diploma (1930)
36. Washington University Diploma (1929)